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Abstract

Due to deployment in sensitive military areas and other
security applications, wireless networks are becoming a
famous research spot in the field of computer science. To
ratify the security and reliability in such kinds of appli-
cation intrusion detection system can play an important
role. There is a need of intrusion detection system, which
has the capability to detect a large number of possible
threats in wireless sensor networks. This article contains
a customized dataset for wireless sensor network that can
be categorized into four types of DoS attacks (Blackhole,
Grayhole, Flooding & Scheduling attacks). For the ex-
perimental purpose, since it is highly used in WSN, Low
Energy Aware Cluster Hierarchy (LEACH) protocol has
been used in this research work. Using NS 2 network
simulator to model a scheme which define to collect net-
work traffic and create the dataset. Artificial Neural Net-
work has been applied to train the dataset to classify it
into different DoS attacks. Experimental work performed
here gives high classification rate and accuracy for men-
tioning attacks with the help of proposed dataset. In
future, suggested method can be useful for more attacks
like Sybil/Wormhole presented in datalink layer as DoS
attacks.

Keywords: Artificial Neural Network; DoS Attacks;
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1 Introduction

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is becoming more imper-
ative research area due to its large employment in diverse
kind of applications, for example health care, building
monitoring, smart cities deployment and sensitive mili-
tary areas etc. [14, 18]. The deployment of WSN nodes
are usually done in wide areas to collect the data and to
transmit the data in intelligent way to the base station [8].
The transmission of data in WSN is based on dedicated
WSN protocols. Securing WSN is becoming main chal-

lenge because of limited resources of WSN like processing
power, memory and battery backup [2]. Generally WSN
nodes are deployed in an unprotected and hostile environ-
ment. This makes nature of WSN more vulnerable [13].

These limitations put constraint on existing security
methods like cryptography, which are not always enough
for this type of networks. WSN is always surrounded of
attacks due to its deployment in open areas with limited
resources. In WSN during frequent transmission of the
packets, attackers can compromise with sensor node and
may cause drop of the message, inject and alteration of
the message, interrupt the integrity of the data as well
as waste the energy resources. Denial of Services (DoS)
attack is most common and dangerous attack for WSN.
This attack may cause to interrupt and hang the WSN
services [6].

Due to weak security prevention arrangements an In-
trusion Detection System it is required to detect the un-
wanted attacks (known and unknown). IDS is complex
for WSN due to its small size nodes and limited hard-
ware. We have also found out that there is no specific
dataset which have normal and abnormal traffic logs for
these kind of experimental work [17].

In the light of above mentioned challenges IDS design-
ing need two main characteristics. First IDS must be
highly accurate for any attack detection secondly it must
have low weight with minimum cost or overhead. In this
paper we have built a specific dataset for WSN which have
attack model which can be able to categorize DoS attack.
LEACH protocol used to combat the WSNs? energy con-
sumption challenges.

The remaining paper is distributed as mentioned. Sec-
tion II included the idea of LEACH protocol and related
work. Section III shows the dataset description and cre-
ation. Section IV mentioned experimental results and dis-
cussion. Last section summarized the conclusion and fu-
ture work.
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Figure 1: Nodes structure in LEACH routing protocol

2 Idea of LEACH Protocol & Re-
lated Work

The main Idea of the proposed LEACH Protocol was to
reduce the energy consumption and to enhance the life-
time of sensor network, it?s a protocol based on cluster-
ing with self-organizing capability [9]. In LEACH usu-
ally BS (Base Station) is located far away from the nodes
and nodes are similar to each other with limited space
and power. Figure 1 shows the arrangement of nodes in
LEACH which contain two steps on every round. Round
one is step round where cluster are made and second
round known as steady round where sensed data trans-
ferred to sink node. LEACH is still being mentioned
and explored by many researchers. Authors in [4, 20] re-
viewed many clustering routing methods depending upon
LEACH protocol for wireless sensor networks with de-
tailed discussions and judgements. Another author in [12]
presented improved versions of LEACH protocol. Authors
have compared and discussed few features of LEACH pro-
tocol. In [3] authors have developed mechanisms to reduce
the amount of Redundant data transmission in WSN to
reduce the overall energy of the network. In [15] author
evaluated and developed new clustering based principles
for heterogeneous WSN based on LEACH protocol. Au-
thor [19] introduced LEACH Inner Clustering Election
method depends upon LEACH. To improve clustering
LEACH-ICE select new cluster head (CH) into the cluster
which energy of current CH become lower as mentioned
threshold. In the research [7] author planned an algo-
rithm to select CH selection for wireless sensor network
by managing distance among CH uniform distribution of
CHs performed. In experimental area new method showed
good performance for consumption of energy and life time
of network.

3 Attack Model

The main aim of DoS is to create commotion in services by
trying to limit the access to a service or machine instead
of destabilizing the service itself. DoS attacks include

Black holes are places in a network when the network’s
incoming or outgoing traffic starts getting dropped
or discarded silently or without getting the sources
informed. The source are not even notified that their
packets are not reaching the intended destinations.
The only way to detect the Black holes in a network
topology is by monitoring the lost traffic [16]. Algo-
rithm 1 used for this type of attack. Flooding as its
name states is made by intentionally sending a very
high volume of traffic to a network node such that
it can not allow or examine the permitted network
traffic. For example in a TCP connection establish-
ment during the three way handshaking an attacker
can repeatedly, may be huge amount of times, initi-
ate the handshake SYN and not respond afterwards.
Since the listening server waits for the third hand-
shake step that is SYN-ACK every time and dedi-
cating small amount of resources to keep that ses-
sion open. Eventually the server cannot handle any
more resulting in no legitimate users to be able to log
on [16]. Algorithm 3 used for this kind of attack.

Grayhole attacks are special case of DoS attacks and are
kind of selective forwarding attacks. The nodes se-
lectively discards or drops few, not all, packets which
were supposed to be forwarded along the path [11].
Algorithm 2 used for this type of attack.

Wormhole attacks rre again a special type of DoS at-
tack that misleads routing operations. The malicious
nodes create tunnels through which the packets are
replayed to malicious nodes hence corrupting the net-
work routing procedures [10]. Algorithm 4 used for
this kind of attack.

In recent days many researchers are trying to find the so-
lutions for DoS attacks in WSNs but mainly they have
found one or two or partial solutions with high energy
consumption [21, 22]. So a suitable system should be de-
veloped to mention and classify different attitude of DoS
of attacks.

IDS has become essential part of security mechanism
while IDS application for WSN is still challengeable.
There are two basic part of IDS feature extraction and
modelling algorithm. Feature extraction id responsible
to describe measured attributes which associates to IDS
function. Modelling attributes responsible for accuracy
and proficiency in IDS. Few important IDS are described
as Monitoring, Analysis, Detection and three component
described as action in IDS including Logging, Alarming
and Prevention as shown in Figure 2.

4 Dataset Description & Creation

The main aim in this paper to create a dataset to classify
the DoS attacks. Many works has been done to improve
the IDS strategies. Important factor involved in this pro-
cess is the data used for testing and training of the de-
tection model. The better the data quality the better
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Figure 2: Nodes structure in LEACH routing protocol

the offline intrusion detection system can be analysed. In
the research of IDS techniques the KDD data set (Knowl-
edge Discovery and Data Mining) is a well-known bench-
mark [1]. Mostly KDD dataset has been constructed for
LAN environments only, these dataset were not specific
for wireless environment although many researchers used
it for intrusion detection purposes. There is a need to
develop a dataset for WSN to observe normal and abnor-
mal behaviour. In order to create the dataset for WSN we
needed the dataset related to wireless environment which
can help in detection classification of DoS attacks. In this
study distribution of the traffic among the nodes and ev-
ery node is responsible in monitoring. Dataset attributes
are described in Table 1.

5 Mathematical Model for
LEACH

For WSN dataset construction a mathematical model de-
veloped to ensure the correctness of dataset, the term used
in this model are following Table 2.

This model used to analysis in different phases includ-
ing,

Advertisement phase: This step used to calculate the
number of advertisements send by CHs and receive
by CMs.

Cluster setup: This step responsible to calculated the
join requests message send by nodes and received by
related CHs.

Transmission of data: This step responsible to calculate
the sensed data delivered to BS.

6 Experimental Results and Dis-
cussion

For collection of data NS2 simulation software used with
following parameters settings as shown in Table 2. In
this paper LEACH protocol is used to create the dataset,

Algorithm 1 Blackhole attack algorithm (Algorithm 3):

1: Begin
2: if rSNi ¡ TSNi then
3: SNi=CH
4: else
5: SNi=CM.
6: if CHj, J = NC then
7: X CMs join CHj

CHj create TDNA schedule
8: end if
9: if CHj=MN then

10: Execute attack by dropping packets
11: else
12: Send data to BS
13:

14: end if
15: end if
16: End

Algorithm 2 Grayhole attack algorithm (Algorithm 3):

1: Begin
2: if rSNi ¡ TSNi then
3: SNi = CH
4: else
5: SNi = CM
6: if CHj, J NC then
7: X CMs join CHj

CHj create TDNA schedule
8: end if
9: if CHj=MN then

10: CHj = Adv CH (with high broadcasting)
11: else
12: CHj = Adv CH (normal broadcasting)
13:

14: end if
15: end if
16: if xCMs join CHj then
17: CHj = Adv CH (with high broadcasting)
18: else
19: CHj create TDMA schedule

xCMs send data to related CHj in associated
TDMA time slice

20: end if
21: End

Dataset contain 374668 records which can be categorized
into four kinds of DoS attack (Blackhole, Grayhole, flood-
ing and Scheduling). Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) Arti-
ficial neural network classifier configuration used in this
paper. MLP is highly famous ANN variation which en-
ables to configure more than one layer ANN, and useful
to build complex relation among input and output values.

Due to different performance confusion metrics we have
used following performance matrix. These performance
matrix are True Positive Rate (TPR), True Negative
(TN), False Positive (FP), False Negative (FN) and Pre-
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Table 1: Dataset attributes

Node ID Matchless ID for differentiate the sensor node
Time Simulation time
RSSI Received signal strength indication

Space to CH Distance between nodes
Max distance to CH Maximum space between Cluster Head

Average distance to CH Average of distance between cluster head
Current energy Recent energy status of node

Energy consumption Volume of energy to be used in last round
ADV CH send Broadcast of messages by CH for sending

ADV CH receives Received messages by CH
Join REQ send Joining messages to CH by nodes

Join REQ receive Received messages by CH for joining nodes
ADV SCH send TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) messages to nodes

ADV SCH receives TDMA messages received from CH
Rank Node order in TDMA

Data sent Nodes data packages sent to CH
Send Code Cluster code

Rank Node order in TDMA
Data received Data packages received from CH
Attack Type Classification of attacks

Table 2: Description of mathematical model for LEACH

Term Description
N Number of nodes in network
Si Node i

NC CH numbers
CM Cluster members

ADV CH Sent Advertisement messages by CH
ADV-CH-RCVD Advertisement received by nodes

Join Req Sent Join requests by nodes
Join Req Rcvd Join requests received by CH
TDMA Sent TDMA routine send by CH

TDMA RCVD TDMA routine received by nodes
NO PKT Number of data packets received

by CH

cision. Formulas 01 to 03 taken from [5]. Few MLP ANN
structure developed in this paper with one, two and three
hidden layers. Dataset was separated into training 60 %
and testing set 40% as showing in Table 4.

We use two kind of cross validation method to train the
dataset. Cross validation is used to evaluate the model.
The problem with residual evaluations is that they do not
give an indication of how well the learner will do when it
is asked to make new predictions for data it has not al-
ready seen. One way to overcome this problem is to not
use the entire data set when training a learner. Some of
the data is removed before training begins. Then when
training is done, the data that was removed can be used
to test the performance of the learned model on “new”
data. This is the basic idea for a whole class of model

Algorithm 3 Scheduling attack algorithm (Algorithm 3):

1: Begin
2: if rSNi ¡ TSNi then
3: SNi = CH
4: else
5: SNi = CM
6: if CHj, J NC then
7: X CMs join CHj

CHj create TDNA schedule
8: end if
9: if CHj process attack by structuring TDMA rou-

tine, give same time slice to all
node for send the data then

10: CHj = Adv CH (with high broadcasting)
11: else
12: CHj structure normal TDMA routine
13:

14: end if
15: end if
16: if xCMs join CHj then
17: CHj = Adv CH (with high broadcasting)
18: else
19: CHj xCMs send data to CHj in related TDMA time

slice
CHj send data to BS

20: end if
21: End

evaluation methods called cross validation. Dataset di-
vided 70% training set and 30 testing sets for experiment
purpose as mentioned below table.
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Table 3: Dataset attributes

Parameters setting Numbers values
Data packets size 500 bytes
Network length 100 x 100 meters

Packet headers size 25 bytes
Protocol LEACH

Experimental time 1 hr
Cluster numbers Five

Transmission limitation 200 meters

Holdout cross validation: This is simple type of cross
validation by setting the data into train and test. By
using approximator function only for train set. All
data is randomly divided into same equal size data
sets. The advantage of holdout method is mostly
common to residual method and take short time for
calculation.

K-fold cross validation: This is an improved form for pre-
vious method where dataset divvied into given num-
ber for example 10 and holdout method recurrent k
number of time. Advantage of this method is calcu-
lated variance is reduced as k number is increased.

Table 4: Dataset was separated into training 60 % and
testing set 40%

Attack Types Train Data Test Data
Scheduling 3982 2656
Flooding 1988 1324
Grayhole 8758 5838
Blackhole 6029 4020
Normal 204039 136027

In this article dataset constructed using LEACH proto-
col in WSN. Dataset have 374668 records by representing
four kinds of DoS attacks. Multilayer Artificial neural
network machine learning (MLP) method is used to train
dataset by having more than one hidden layer. Due to
different performance confusion metrics we have used fol-
lowing performance matrix. These performance matrix
are True Positive Rate (TPR), True Negative (TN), False
Positive (FP), False Negative (FN) and Precision. For-
mulas 01 to 03 taken from [5]. Following Tables 4, 5, 6
and 7 describes the output summery of holdout cross val-
idation method for TPR, FPR, FNR, TNR under hidden
Layers I, II and III.

Classification is best for all type of attacks but not sat-
isfactory for Grayhole and Scheduling attacks. Figure 3
for FPR having lower ratio and the good performance
under hidden layer 1. Figures 4 and 5, shows good per-
formance except for FNR. Figures 6 and 7 shows the sim-
ulation process by using single hidden layer. Figures 8,
9 and 10 shows the output performance with up to three

Figure 3: Simulation output with single layer

Figure 4: GUI simulation process with three hidden layers

hidden layer by using 10 cross validation method. Its ob-
serves that by using cross validation method CV method
batter with single hidden layer for classification of normal
and blackhole attacks.

So it is noted that cross validation architecture highly
batter in the classification for denial of service attack in
WSN. By obtaining the result with collected WSN dataset
and applying MLP ANN is the possibility of highly accu-
rate output for classification of denial of service attacks.

7 Conclusions

The idea of this paper to create the structure of Intrusion
Detection System which have ability to work against DoS

Figure 5: 10 cross validation method with one hidden
layer
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Table 5: True positive ratio summery with holdout cross validation

Hidden Layer Normal Flooding Scheduling Grayhole Blackhole
I 0.99 1 0.98 0.92 0.34
II 0.99 1 0.96 0.71 0.81
III 0.98 0.95 0.97 0.57 0.98

Table 6: False positive ratio summery with holdout cross validation

Hidden Layer Normal Flooding Scheduling Grayhole Blackhole
I 0.008 0.003 0 0.006 0.611
II 0.004 0.002 0 0.003 0.004
III 0.316 0.003 0.001 0.001 0.616

Table 7: False negative ratio summery with holdout cross validation

Hidden Layer Normal Flooding Scheduling Grayhole Blackhole
I 0.004 0 0.014 0.679 0.657
II 0.004 0 0.16 0.286 0.182
III 0.005 0.011 0.027 0.424 0.011

Table 8: True negative ratio summery with holdout cross validation

Hidden Layer Normal Flooding Scheduling Grayhole Blackhole
I 0.997 0.997 1 0.997 0.997
II 0.992 0.996 1 0.995 0.987
III 0.988 0.996 0.990 0.998 0.983

Figure 6: 10 cross validation method with three hidden
layer

attacks with in affordable cost. The conclusion can be
summarized with considering the results which are suc-
cessfully classified as the DoS attacks with high detection
rate. The future work will be extended with results hav-
ing more hidden layers as well as able to classify more
network attacks like wormhole attack or Sybil.
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